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ST. JOSEPH’S UNIVERSITY, BENGALURU -27 
B.Sc. (CHEMISTRY) – I SEMESTER 

SEMESTER EXAMINATION: OCTOBER 2022 
(Examination conducted in December 2022) 

CH 121 – CHEMISTRY I 
 

Time: 2 Hours            Max. Marks: 50 
This paper contains 3 printed pages, 3 parts and 17 questions. 
The periodic table is attached along with this question paper. 

 
PART-A 

Answer any FIVE of the following questions.           (2 X 5 = 10) 
 

1. Write the general outer electronic configuration of d-block elements. 
2. State Modern Periodic law. 
3. Define covalent radii. 
4. How do you prepare an alkene by elimination reaction? 
5. Give the Born interpretation of Iψ2I. 
6. Calculate the mass required to prepare 100 cm3 of 0.2 M NaOH.  
7. Mention any two criteria in selecting a reaction for titration. 

 
PART-B 

Answer any FIVE of the following questions.             (5 X 6 = 30) 
 

8. Set up the Schrödinger wave equation for a particle confined in a 1D potential well of 
length ‘L’ and solve it to obtain the expression for normalized wave equation. 
 

9. a) Calculate the effective nuclear charge for a 3d electron in iron according to Slater’s rule. 
b) State Hund’s rule of maximum multiplicity. Apply this rule to write the electronic 
configurations of i) nitrogen atom and ii) Cu+ ion.        (3+3) 
 

10. Give the differences between the following: 
a) accuracy and precision 
b) primary and secondary standard reagents      (3+3) 

 
11. The following results were obtained in the replicate determination of iron in a given sample 

19.4, 19.5, 19.6, 19.8, 20.1, 20.3 ppm. Calculate mean, median and standard deviation.  
 

12. a) What is electron affinity? Explain its variation down the group in halogen family. 
b) Name the principle oxide of boron. Why are the oxides of boron weakly acidic? (3+3) 
 

13. a) Write the structure of a molecule that is i) aromatic ii) anti-aromatic. 
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b) Give the structure(s) of the product(s) obtained when 2-bromo-butane reacts with 
potassium tert-butoxide (t-BuOK) in tert-butyl alcohol (t-BuOH) at 80 ˚C. Identify the 
major product.       (3+3) 

 
14. a) Explain the concept of resonance taking CO3

2- as an example. 
b) What is steric effect? Explain the stability of trans- and cis-2- butene based on steric 
effect.       (3+3) 

 
PART-C 

Answer any TWO of the following questions.           (5 X 2 = 10) 
 

15. a) Arrange the following isoelectrons in their increasing order of atomic radii. Justify your 
answer.   O2-, N3-, F-, Na+, Mg2+ 
b) Why SiO2 exists as a solid while CO2 is gas at room temperature?   (3+2) 

 
16. a) Which would you expect to be the stronger acid? Explain your reasoning in each 

instance. 
i) FCH2COOH or ClCH2COOH 
ii) FCH2COOH or FCH2CH2COOH 
 b) Give the structure of an unknown alkene with the formula C7H12 that undergoes    
ozonolysis to yield, after acidification only the following product. 

  (3+2) 
 

17. a) Calculate the maximum number of electrons having n+ ℓ = 4. 
b) Calculate de-Broglie wavelength of an electron (mass=9.1X10-31 kg) moving at 1% 
speed of light (h=6.634 X 10-34kg m2 s-1; speed of light=3.0X108 m s-1).   (2+3) 

 
------------------------------------------------XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------- 
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